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Drop impact of shear thickening liquids
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The impact of drops of concentrated non-Brownian suspensions (cornstarch and
polystyrene spheres) onto a solid surface is investigated experimentally. The spreading
dynamics and maximal deformation of the droplet of such shear thickening liquids are
found to be markedly different from the impact of Newtonian drops. A particularly striking
observation is that the maximal deformation is independent of the drop velocity and that
the deformation suddenly stops during the impact phase. Both observations are due to the
shear thickening rheology of the suspensions, as is explained theoretically from a balance
between the kinetic energy and the viscously dissipated energy, from which we establish a
scaling relation between the maximal deformation of the drop and rheological parameters
of concentrated suspensions.
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The impact of liquid drops on solid surfaces is a classical experiment in interfacial hydro-
dynamics [1] and has received increasing attention from a broad community (including applied
mathematics, soft matter physics, and chemical engineering) [2,3]. Impact is relevant for a large
number of industrial processes (e.g., inkjet printing [4], spray coating, and pesticide delivery [5])
and touches upon the fundamental challenges of spreading, splashing, and bouncing that arise in this
paradigmatic experiment. Recent studies have been dedicated to providing a better understanding
of the spreading dynamics, in particular on superhydrophobic [6], superheated [7], and/or
microstructured surfaces [8,9], and have used a variety of experimental techniques (Fourier-transform
profilometry [10], particle image velocimetry [11], and high-speed color interferometry [12]) to get
new insights into the complex hydrodynamics of an impacting droplet. Splashing remains the least
understood regime as it has been revealed to depend on a large number of parameters [13–15] and
involves an intricate coupling between air and liquid flows [16–18].

Despite the complex mechanical response of a large class of fluids used in relevant applications
(paint, blood for forensic studies, printing of organic light-emitting diodes, and colloids for the
increasingly popular three-dimensional inkjet printing [19]), most drop impact studies have focused
on Newtonian liquids. However, as we will show in this paper, non-Newtonian properties affect the
drop impact dynamics dramatically. Conversely, such impact studies may be applied to accurately
extract the complex rheology of such materials. It has already been shown that viscoelastic properties
have a strong influence on the retraction dynamics after impact [20]. More recently, yield stress and
shear thinning fluids have been extensively studied and successful scaling laws have been introduced
to relate the rheological properties to the maximal deformation of the drop [21,22].

In this paper we investigate drop impact for concentrated suspensions, which are known to
exhibit shear thickening effects. We reveal that during the impact phase, the liquid freezes into a
strongly deformed state (Fig. 1). Remarkably, this maximum deformation turns out to be completely
independent of the impact velocity. We systematically study the parametric dependence of maximal
deformation with the drop size and particle concentration and derive scaling arguments based on
the balance between kinetic energy and viscously dissipated energy. Rheological measurements are
used to characterize the shear thickening regime and provide scaling laws that are in excellent
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agreement with all observations, such as the independence of the spreading on the impact
velocity.

The experimental setup has been previously described in [22]. A drop of suspension is slowly
generated out of a capillary needle driven by a syringe pump until it detaches and falls under its
own weight. The released drop has a diameter close to the capillary length and quickly relaxes to a
spherical shape. Changing the needle’s outer diameter allows one to control the falling drop diameter
D0 from 1.8 to 3.5 mm. The drop impact velocity U0 is varied by releasing the drop from different
heights, in the range of 0.3–3.0 m/s. The impacted surface is a clean and smooth microscope glass
slide. The impact dynamics is visualized from the side with a high-speed camera (Photron Fastcam
APX-RS) at 20 000 frames/s with a macrolens. The intense and homogeneous backlighting needed
is obtained with a 42-W xenon light source and a light diffuser.

Two types of suspensions are used to perform the experiments: (i) commercially available corn-
starch (Duryea, typical diameter d̄ = 5–20 μm and density ρp = 1.683 g/cm3) and (ii) polystyrene
spherical (PS) particles (Microbeads, diameter d = 20 μm and density ρ = 1.051 g/cm3). Both are
dispersed in density-matched aqueous solutions of cesium chloride (dynamic viscosity ηf = 1 mPa s)
[23,24]. The suspensions are prepared by slowly pouring solid particles into the carrier fluid and
vigorously stirring the mixture with a spatula. The samples are finally sonicated for a few minutes
before use in the experiments for even better mixing. Even at longer time scales (hours), no settling
or creaming of the particle phase is observed. Control of the volume fraction φ0 (defined as the ratio
of the solid particle volume to the total suspension volume) is achieved by weighing both particles
and fluid. Cornstarch suspensions are prepared at different volume fractions: 33%, 35%, and 38%.
Note that these concentrations are still well below those necessary for walking on cornstarch [25].
In addition, a suspension of PS particles was prepared at 55%. For both cornstarch and PS particles,
the large size of the suspended particles ensures that Brownian motion and colloidal interactions
can be safely neglected and such systems are thus called granular suspensions. The use of particles
of two chemically different materials and sphericity allows one to test the universality of the drop
impact behavior.

Figure 1 shows snapshots of a typical drop impact experiment (35% cornstarch suspension,
D0 = 2.80 mm, and U0 = 1.04 m s−1) and illustrates the peculiar behavior of granular suspensions.
In sharp contrast to low-viscosity fluids [10,11,27], the spreading phase of the impacting drop
abruptly stops shortly after impact. The drop is then frozen in a deformed state and no macroscopic
deformation of the drop interface is observed at intermediate time scales. While this is qualitatively
similar to very-high-viscosity Newtonian drops, the impacting suspension is seen to exhibit a
remarkable feature: The droplet shapes become irregular, with a breaking of the azimuthal symmetry.
At longer times (t > 40 ms in the present experiment), the drop relaxes to a spherical cap
shape: This slow relaxation dynamics (not shown here) depends on the surface properties of
the suspension and the substrate, but does not depend on the impact parameters (U0,D0) and
will not be documented in this paper. In the following we will focus on the short-time-scale
impact dynamics, i.e., at times comparable to the characteristic impact time scale t0 = D0/U0.
The image sequence shown in Fig. 1 also emphasizes a characteristic feature of the drop impact
dynamics of suspensions: Whereas the so-called spreading ratio is seen to reach a maximum value
Dmax/D0 ranging typically from 2 to 10 for Newtonian fluids, the diameter of the base area here
remains on the order of D0, i.e., Dmax/D0 ∼ 1. Since the spreading of suspension drops exhibits
a symmetry breaking, Dmax depends on variations of the wetted area at the instant of contact;
the drop height h is chosen as a more suitable quantity to characterize drop deformation upon
impact.

From image analysis, the height h of the drop (at the apex) is determined for each frame of
the high-speed movie and a characteristic time evolution is shown in Fig. 1, in dimensionless units
h/D0 vs U0t/D0. It can be described as a two-stage process: (i) a first kinematic stage, where h is
seen to decrease linearly with time at a constant speed U0 (black dashed line, h/D0 = 1 − U0t/D0),
as if the motion of the drop apex is not altered by the impact event, and (ii) a frozen state, where
h stays constant at a plateau value εmD0 for times longer than D0/U0. The crossover time τ is
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FIG. 1. (a) Image sequence of a drop of cornstarch suspension impacting a glass plate (D0 = 2.80 mm,
U0 = 1.04 m/s, and φ0 = 35%). Part of the images consists of reflection of the drops on the glass surface.
(b) Dimensionless drop height h/D0 as a function of dimensionless time U0t/D. The experiment can be divided
into a kinematic stage (dashed black line) and the frozen stage (red dashed line) defining the plateau value εm,
which is shown in the inset as a function of the dimensionless crossover time τ , also defined in the main plot.
(c) Snapshots of frozen drops of cornstarch (D0 = 2.80 mm and φ0 = 35%) and PS particle (D0 = 2.23 mm
and φ0 = 55%) suspensions, for different impact velocities. At later times, the drops will slowly spread and
recover an axisymmetric shape. See Ref. [26].
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FIG. 2. Dimensionless height εm as a function of drop diameter D0 (logarithmic scale), for different
cornstarch volume fractions 33% (red triangles), 35% (blue squares), and 38% (black circles) and for a 55%
PS particle suspension (green circles).

defined as the first moment where h reaches the plateau value. An ideally sharp transition between
the two stages would then lead to εm = 1 − τ , which is reasonably verified (within 10%) in the inset
of Fig. 1.

As emphasized, the breaking of axisymmetry is the reason that the deformation of the impinging
drop is more appropriately described by the height of the drop h rather than by its spreading
diameter. As a result, its maximal deformation is here characterized by the plateau value εm

(minimal dimensionless height when the frozen state is reached). For both cornstarch and PS
particle suspensions, the influence of the impact speed U0 is studied by systematically varying the
drop release height. Snapshots of frozen drops (at maximal deformation) for three impact velocities
are shown in Fig. 1. Strikingly, the maximal deformation of the drop turns out to be completely
independent of the impact speed over a wide range of U0. Again, this finding is drastically different
from the case of Newtonian fluids. Given the relatively large viscosity of the suspensions [at low
shear rate η ∼ 50–100 mPa s (see Fig. 3)], viscous forces will dominate over surface tension and
the maximal deformation will be given by a balance between the drop initial kinetic energy (before
impact) and viscously dissipated energy (during the spreading phase) [6,10,11]. Expressed in terms
of εm, the resulting prediction for Newtonian liquids reads

εm ∝ Re−2/5, (1)

where Re = ρU0D0/η is the drop impact Reynolds number.
Clearly, the impact velocity independence observed for suspensions differs from the variation in

U
−2/5
0 found for Newtonian viscous fluids. Note that velocity independence is observed for both

types of particles suspensions employed, indicating a generic mechanism that is irrespective of
chemical interactions and particle shape.

The influence of the other control parameters D0 and φ0 is shown in Fig. 2. For a given
concentration in cornstarch particles φ0, the dimensionless minimal height εm is a decreasing function
of the initial drop diameter D0. Clearly, the experimental findings are different from the Newtonian
result D

−2/5
0 and are more accurately described by a D

−2/3
0 scaling that will be derived below. As

intuitively expected, more concentrated suspensions exhibit higher minimal thickness εm (smaller
deformations).

These observations reveal an obvious effect of the non-Newtonian properties of concentrated
suspensions on the drop impact dynamics. We thus need to incorporate the actual mechanical stress
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FIG. 3. Flow curves of cornstarch suspensions of different volume fractions: 33% (red squares), 35% (blue
squares), and 38% (black squares). Dashed (solid) lines are the Newtonian (shear thickening) regimes.

response of these complex fluids and revisit the classical scaling arguments. At the concentrations
studied here steady-state rheology should still be applicable [28]; at even higher concentrations we
expect transient effects to be important [25]. The shear rheology of cornstarch suspensions is studied
using a cylindrical Couette rheometer (Anton Paar Rheolab QC, CC39 geometry) and the resulting
flow curves are shown in Fig. 3. All measurements are taken again after mixing the suspensions
with a spatula to provide a homogeneous and reproducible initial state. A time evolution of the
measured shear stress is observed and suggests that particle migration occurs and the suspensions
quickly become inhomogeneous in local concentration (classically, particles migrate away from the
inner cylinder in cylindrical geometries [29,30]). Therefore, to ensure that this dynamical process
stays negligible (as can be expected on the very short time scale of drop impacts), the reported
values in Fig. 3 are taken at early times of shear (i.e., averaged over the first ten rotations). For
all cornstarch concentrations, the flow curves exhibit two regimes: (i) At low shear rates, the shear
stress σ is linear in shear rate γ̇ (Newtonian behavior) with an effective viscosity depending solely
on the particle volume fraction and (ii) at high shear rates, the shear stress is found to be quadratic
in the shear rate. This second regime corresponds to the shear thickening regime (as the effective
viscosity ηeff ≡ σ/γ̇ ∝ γ̇ is an increasing function of the shear rate), which is a well-known effect in
cornstarch suspensions and more generally in particulate systems. The shear rheology of PS particle
suspensions has been extensively studied [24] and has been shown to exhibit the same quadratic
regime at high shear rates: As already shown in [23], the rheologies of cornstarch and spherical
particle suspensions are thus found to be very similar. An estimate of the minimum shear rate γ̇0

experienced by an impacting drop is given by γ̇0 = U0/D0, which is always larger than 102 s−1

under our experimental conditions. Therefore, our drop impact experiments only probe this shear
thickening regime.

The quadratic dependence observed here suggests a regime where inertia of the particles
dominates over viscous forces at the particle scale. This has already been observed for concentrated
non-Brownian (i.e., large particles of size d) suspensions and is known as Bagnoldian scaling,
first proposed for granular media from dimensional arguments. This continuous transition to shear
thickening also indicates that the volume fractions investigated here are sufficiently below the
jamming point to avoid more severe shear thickening effects, for which linking any global rheology
to local constitutive laws remained controversial [23,24]. We therefore fit the quadratic regime to
the form

σ = κ(φ)γ̇ 2 (2)
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FIG. 4. Rescaled minimal height εmD
2/3
0 [ρ/κ(φ)]1/3 as a function of impact velocity U0 for different

cornstarch volume fractions: 33% (red triangles), 35% (blue squares), and 38% (black circles). The inset shows
the rescaled minimal height εmD

2/3
0 , with added data for PS droplets (green circles).

and revisit the scaling argument for drop impact, taking into account this shear thickening rheology.
The idea is that the initial kinetic energy of the drop is annihilated by viscous dissipation in the drop.
The rate of dissipation per unit volume is computed as σ γ̇ = κ(φ)γ̇ 3. The strain can be estimated
as (1 − εm)/εm, giving a strain rate γ̇ ∝ U0/εmD0 during the deformation phase. Since the impact
time scales proportionally to (1 − εm)D0/U0, the total amount of dissipated energy becomes

(1 − εm)D0

U0

∫
d3r σ γ̇ ∝ κ(φ)

(
U0

εmD0

)3( (1 − εm)D4
0

U0

)
. (3)

Equating this to the kinetic energy ρD3
0U

2
0 , we obtain the maximum deformation

εm

(1 − εm)1/3
≈ εm ∝

(
κ(φ)

ρ

)1/3

D
−2/3
0 . (4)

In agreement with experimental observations, the maximal deformation is found to be independent
of the impact velocity U0 in stark contrast to Newtonian fluids.

Defining a non-Newtonian Reynolds number would have also lead to the same statement: For com-
plex fluids that follow σ = Kγ̇ n, the generalized Reynolds number reads Ren = ρU 2−n

0 Dn
0/K [21].

In the present case, the shear thickening exponent is n = 2, which cancels any dependence of the
generalized Reynolds number on the velocity U0 and then predicts the same observed behavior.

The dependence of the minimal thickness εm on the drop diameter obtained in Eq. (4) is indeed
found to be in very good agreement with our observations (Fig. 2). This allows us to recast the
experimental results to further emphasize the independence of the spreading on the impact speed.
In the inset of Fig. 4, we find that εmD

2/3
0 is indeed perfectly constant over the range of investigated

impact speeds (one order of magnitude) for all suspensions.
We further test our scaling argument by using the rheology κ(φ) for three different volume

fractions of cornstarch, as obtained from independent rheological measurement. Indeed, all
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experimental data can be scaled onto a single horizontal line (Fig. 4), suggesting a universal numerical
prefactor in Eq. (4). As a result, the present drop impact experiments of cornstarch suspensions are
shown to be accurately modeled by

εm = 1.3 Re−1/3
ST , (5)

where ReST = ρD2
0/κ(φ) is a generalized Reynolds number for quadratic shear thickening fluids

(n = 2). Applying (5) to the PS data (Fig. 4, green circles), the estimated κ is consistent with
rheological data obtained by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [24] (see the Appendix).

As a conclusion, the drop impact of concentrated non-Brownian suspensions onto a solid surface
exhibits clear differences from Newtonian fluids: Both the dynamics and final state show unusual
behaviors, the most striking finding being the velocity independence of the maximal deformation.
Such observation is of primary interest for numerous applications where full control of the drop size
after impact is required: In this context, suspensions are an interesting class of materials for which
maximal deformation depends only on initial drop size.

Revisiting classical energetic arguments while integrating the complex rheology of shear
thickening suspensions leads to successful scaling laws. This gives the exciting perspective that
drop impact can be used as a rheological tool: In the present case, the velocity-independent maximal
deformation signals a quadratic constitutive law. Fitting the data then gives access to the rheological
quantity κ(φ), which is usually difficult to obtain (see the Appendix). This opens the way to develop
a drop impact rheometry for extreme flow conditions, of course only on the time scale probed by the
droplet impact.

Note added. Recently, a related impact experiment of concentrated colloidal suspension drops
on solid surfaces was published [31]. Though these experiments show some similarities to ours,
there are also major differences (much higher particle volume fraction, particles that are more than
three order of magnitude smaller in volume, different chemical nature of the particles, etc.) and a
detailed comparison between these two sets of experiments goes beyond the scope of the present
paper. Clearly, the parameter space for these sorts of experiments is considerable and must still be
explored.

We thank Stef Carelsen for help with rheological measurements and Marie-Jean Thoraval for
many discussions. This work was funded by the Dutch Polymer Institute under the “Inkjet-Printing
of Suspensions” project.

APPENDIX: RHEOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS ON DENSE PS PARTICLE SUSPENSIONS

Here we consider the rheological measurement on dense PS particle suspensions, as obtained
by Fall et al. [24]. While standard rheology does not work for this system, Fall et al. were able
to obtain proper stress-strain curves using MRI. We show that our drop impact experiment can be
used to estimate the rheology and that it gives consistent results. The data from Fall et al. show for
polystyrene suspensions a transition of shear stress σ from a linear to a quadratic dependence on
shear rate γ̇ . Similar to our own measurement on cornstarch, we fitted the coefficient of the quadratic
regime κγ̇ 2 for each volume fraction φ. Two things must be noted here. First, the measurements [24]
were done at concentrations slightly above 55%. Second, the particles were 40-μm-diam particles,
rather than our 20-μm-diam particles. Following the theory underlying the quadratic rheology [24],
the prefactor κ ∼ d2, where d is the diameter, thus giving an extra factor of 4 when comparing
(20–40)-μm-sized particles.

Taking this into account, we can consider the green data points in the inset of Fig. 4. In order
for the PS data to collapse in the main figure [using the prediction of Eq. (5)], one would require
κ = 6.3×10−4 kg/m. For the data from Fall et al., including the above-mentioned factor of 4, it
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FIG. 5. Prefactor κ(φ) from the rheological law σ = κγ̇ 2, estimated from the experimental data published
by Fall et al. [24]. Our impact experiments were performed at φ = 55%; the corresponding value estimated
from the impact experiment is reported as the open square.

would suggest κ = 2.5×10−3 kg/m. The fitted κ for different volume fractions are reported in Fig. 5
as closed squares. The open square corresponds to the value inferred from our impact experiment
κ = 2.5×10−3 kg/m. Indeed, the result derived from impact measurement is consistent with the
data from Fall et al. [24].
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